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WARENDORF - Küchenfabrik GmbH GmbH stands for individual,
made-to-measure premium kitchens. The highest standards of design
and manufacturing make each kitchen made by WARENDORF
a “Made in Germany” one-of-a-kind that
perfectly encapsulates the customer’s personal lifestyle.
WARENDORF replaced the “Miele DIE KÜCHE” brand in 2010. Its
employees are still committed to the values of Miele & Cie KG, which
have remained the same
since the company was founded in 1973.
For more information please visit
www.warendorf.com

WARENDORF Küchenfabrik GmbH
Mielestraße 1
48231 Warendorf
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1 Patented carcase system

1

Patented folding carcase
- Stability thanks to a pressure-bonded mitred joint
- Absolute flexibility to increase or decrease unit dimensions in all directions:
height / width / depth
- Closed / dust-impermeable carcase thanks to our comfort profile on the front edge
- Carcase is finished on all sides with a thick edge to prevent swelling
- 8 mm glued rear panel for optimum stability and precise angles
8 mm glued rear panel
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Mitred comfort profile

Our belief in our carcase technology is such that it is covered by a 30-year
warranty!
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2 Extra slim drawer lines

4 mm-wide drawer lines between fronts, drawers and pull-outs
- between all fronts, drawers and pull-outs
- shelves, side panels and top shelves
The loving attention we pay to every detail can be seen in our precision workmanship –
precise to within a tenth of a millimetre – which makes it possible to achieve a uniform drawer gap of
just 4 mm, even on large units, and around corners and edges.

4 mm drawer line all round for fronts, shelves and side panels
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3 Variety in lacquer par excellence

Our in-house lacquering department gives us unparalleled flexibility
Our range of lacquers
- Smooth lacquer, micro-textured lacquer, effect lacquer, gloss lacquer and high-gloss lacquer
- Available to you in any colour desired from the RAL or NCS colour classifications
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At no extra cost!
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Step 1, layer 1: MDF board with base foil
and 1.3 mm ABS edge (for tight radii).

3 Variety in lacquer par excellence

Step 2, layer 2: the board is provided
with a sealing filler to achieve a perfect,
pore-free surface.

Step 3: polishing the base board.

Step 4 / layer 3: applying the base lacquer.

Step 5: fine lacquer.

Step 6, layer 4-7: 4 x high-density hand
lacquering that enables the brilliant shine
in step 7.

Step 7: machine-polishing followed by
manual polishing for an absolutely brilliant,
perfect finish.

From preparing the surface to applying the lacquer and polishing –
pure craftsmanship.
Lacquer samples

The ultimate high-gloss lacquer conjures
mirror-like reflections with the depth of piano lacquer.
Manufactured by hand in seven separate steps for an incomparably smooth
finish in the colour of your choice. Fabulously beautiful, glamorous and
impressive. Selected from a palette of more than two thousand colours.
Made for a special person. Made according to your needs and wishes. Make
no compromises. Handcrafted perfection – that is WARENDORF.
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4 Contour edges (angled edges)

Contour edges (45° angled edges, vertical or horizontal)
The contour edges applied to fronts, side panels, cover shelves and side panels demonstrate the
perfection of our handcraftsmanship. This edge variant is available in many laminate, lacquer or veneer
finishes.
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5 Fascinating front variations

A fascinating variety of fronts with very different surface finishes
- Melamine laminate fronts in the latest finishes and colours
- Veneered fronts with hand-finished matched grain if required
- Fronts in smooth lacquer, micro-textured lacquer, effect lacquer and high-gloss lacquer
choice of all RAL or NCS colours without surcharge.
Colour sample for end-customer can be made on request.
- Glass fronts in attractive colours
- Fronts with concrete finish
- Aluminium fronts with unique surface finish in thicknesses of 12 and 19 mm
- Real ceramic fronts just 15 mm thick
- 12 mm fronts in laminate and all lacquer finishes.
- You can choose to combine colours or programmes within a single kitchen unit, ensuring that your
All-round 4 mm drawer line on fronts, shelves and side panels
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options for an individual design are unlimited
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6 DESIGNLINE#12 / STAGE LINE
STAGE-LINE planning proposals

DESIGN LINE#12. This is the name given to WARENDORF’s slimline
front concept featuring delicate-looking fronts a mere 12 mm thick
The new kitchen design offers base units in an array of variants and dimensions, which,
thanks to a diverse range of selection options, can be arranged in multiple ways for a
uniquely individual look along its horizontal lines.

STAGE LINE – Inspirational front aesthetic in fully realised perfection
Personal preferences can be fully accommodated in the 600 mm to 1200 mm base units
with a choice of profiled offset handles or cut-outs in drawers, fronts and pull-outs. STAGE
LINE is also available in all lacquer finishes, including smooth lacquer, micro-textured
lacquer, gloss lacquer and effect lacquer.
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7 Veneer finishes (of the highest quality)

We offer a wide selection of veneered fronts.
In our veneer programmes, the grain pattern is generally matched
across the run of units. Upon request the grain can even
be matched horizontally or vertically.
In the veneer programmes (N22, N17, N18 and N34) matched grain is generally
offered at no extra cost! Some veneered fronts are available with a silk-matt
or high-gloss finish.

Our in-house veneer department and finishes are our
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guarantee of quality.
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8 Convincing individuality

With WARENDORF, scalability is implicit.
That is why we manufacture units to fit the dimensions you want. Changes to the
width, depth or height of the unit carcase are made at no extra charge.
Every WARENDORF kitchen is made entirely to order and without any
pre-prepared stock items. Every kitchen is unique, not just in the way the
units are combined but also in their internal design. The unit dimensions
are as individual as the fronts in terms of their colour, shape and height.
Shelving, niche solutions, handles and storage inserts are all chosen by you
and then manufactured and assembled for you. That is handcraftsmanship
Reductions in height, width and depth can also be made to units
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with drawers and pull-outs.

Made in Germany – that is WARENDORF.
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9 Convincing arguments
Special angle / cut-out
- for units
- for carcase
- for front, panel material

Supplied unassembled / or so that it can be taken apart

Alteration to unit interior
Includes all basic carcase parts
with additional drill holes and grooves

Additional dividing wall/shelf
Includes installation

Decreased height, width and depth
(without surcharge)
Including the resulting changes to the dimensions of adjustable shelves, drawers, pull-outs and fronts. Calculation per item of furniture
Please indicate dimensions in mm. Notes: Also suitable for units with
drawers and pull-outs. The following unit depths can be fitted with
pull-out systems: 47.7 cm, 57.7 cm, 67.7 cm.
Different front arrangement, niche position / order
Includes internal cabinet and front dimension changes where the
unit size remains unchanged.
Overhanging fronts on wall units, base units and tall units are
possible on both sides as well as above and below.
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Colour mix / Programme mix / Front mix
Fronts calculated separately

Carcase open at the top
with an aluminium rail
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10 Convincing arguments
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Tall units with all-round offset rail for a perfect and visually unique built-in solution.
(Also available in contrasting colour)
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The Swing Design conceals a kitchen camouflaged to look like living room furniture.
Now, it is not just the eye-level units that are fixed to the wall, the base and tall units are
wall-mounted as well.
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The new contour shelves with visible wooden drawers reinforce the
horizontal lines in the kitchen design. The shelves are available
in a range of different decorative finishes and colours.
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Elements that straddle the boundaries between working space and relaxation areas
allow the kitchen to merge these functions and create a central focal point for commu-

Contour shelves with hanging elements in
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various configurations and colours.

nication and social interaction in the home.
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11 Perfect interior

The LEGRA Box from Blum is standard.
Available in a choice of silver grey or anthracite.

Elegance and premium quality that can also be felt on the inside –
feel free to choose.

The drawer and pull-out have a maximum load
capacity of 40 kg.

We offer an enormous choice of pull-outs ranging from our standard

In units wider than 70 cm, the pull-outs are fitted with

Legrabox pull-out, which is lacquered in the same shade of grey as the unit

reinforcements to permit a maximum load capacity

carcase, to our combined boxes as well as wooden boxes finished in oak, walnut and

of 70 kg.

black – adding up to a total of 5 different
pull-out variations. The wooden boxes even hold their own TÜV-tested seal
of approval and are decorated with a lasered WARENDORF logo. They are
accompanied by a matching system of organisational inserts.

LEGRA- Box im Farbton Anthrazit
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12 Perfect interior

Create your own signature by mixing natural materials.
We select sophisticated, natural materials that satisfy our quality standards

High quality internal partitions from
Kesseböhmer are also standard.

and live up to your expectations. The finishing touch that ensures perfection
comes from the continuation of the external design inside the unit interiors –
here we offer a wide range of drawers, pull-outs and inserts.

Whether it is a storage unit with a swivel door fitting or
a pantry unit with full-length pull-out or corner base
units with “LE MANS” swivel fitting, they all share the
elegant colour anthracite.
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13 High quality inserts and internal
partitions

Being organised is not only practical –
Being organised is the secret to happiness.
It helps us keep order and find the things we need quickly. That frees up time for the
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truly important things in life. With WARENDORF, you can choose between storage

The Emplex and TA’OR internal storage systems – individually made and equipped in

inserts such as boxes, knife blocks, kitchen foil rollers, cutlery inserts, spice jars and

accordance with the pull-out dimensions in oak, walnut and, in the case of TA’OR, also in black.

much more in oak, walnut and, in the case of the TA’OR box, also in black.
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The 90 cm wide wardrobes are available with sliding door or with revolving doors.

Wardrobes
Wardrobes is another concept from Warendorf – elegant hallway cupboards
with practical internal storage
Warendorf’s individualised production process for manufacturing kitchen units naturally
makes it possible to produce furniture of the same high standard for other areas of the
home. The hallway cupboards are available either with hinged or sliding doors.
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Notizen / Notes

For your peace of mind.
Our process management. Certified quality.
Continuous quality improvement to optimise internal
processes and a positive approach to the environment and
the use of resources such as energy are very important to
us. That is why WARENDORF’s production is certified to ISO
9001 and ISO 14001 and our products are certified to DIN
EN 14749 – for your peace of mind.Since 2017, we have
been able to label our products with the Golden M,
the only quality seal for furniture and the most stringent
proof of quality and safety for furniture in Europe.
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